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Our greatest contributions to UNs sustainability goals

Clean energy and a smarter 

society

A safe and value-creating 

work environment

Responsible production 

and reduced footprint

Being a solid cooperative 

partner for the region



We give power to strong and 
sustainable communities

Client focused • willing to change • reliable • clear



We are well positioned to contribute to the future…

More power More grid
More efficient energy 

use



Readjusting to the new everyday of energy
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National power 
deficit from 2027 

High and volatile 
energy prices

Lack of grid and 
balancing challenges

New technology, new 
market opportunities

https://app.powerbi.com/groups/me/reports/50bceff2-7c4d-46ea-b176-285a09401d4f/?pbi_source=PowerPoint


Great variations in electricity prices

Different power situations 

and a lack of grid 

connections between north 

and south make it difficult to 

even out the price 

differences

Municipalities in Rogaland 

and most of those south of 

Bergen belong to price area 

NO2 Southwest Norway



2017: Request for power to land based fish farming

2018-2019: Study of the potential for biogas production using fish sludge

2019: Utsira wins the innovation competition «Together for smart and 

sustainable cities and local communities» (DOGA, Nordic Edge, IN)

2020: Utsira «Living Lab» competition: Haugaland Kraft concept «Island 

Power»

2020: Governmental funding through Enova and big investments

The regional power company Haugaland Kraft, of which Utsira 

municipality owns 0.33 % is now investing at least NOK 20 million on the 

island. Utsira can become a national test centre for all actors who want to 

try out green solutions, that can either produce clean and renewable 

energy or that can effectively manage and control climate-friendly energy 

use in a closed network (micro grid).

2021: Additional support form the Ulla-Førre Fund

Haugaland Kraft AS – Awarded NOK 4.75 million from the Ulla-Førre

Fund to further develop the "Utsira Living Lab“ concept into a national 

catapult test centre for sustainable energy solutions.

From power shortage to vigor (power to act)
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Island community to become green energy-lab and a national test centre

https://www.tu.no/artikler/oysamfunn-blir-gronn-energi-lab-og-nasjonalt-testsenter/505307


The smart, green island community
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SMART Utsira - Vimeo

Norway's first 

island community 

self-sufficient in 

renewable energy?

- Wind power

- Solar PV

- Energy storage

- Smart insight- 

and 

management 

systems

https://vimeo.com/851624669/13d44cd5ff?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/851624669/13d44cd5ff?share=copy


Ny Utsirafilm

Haugaland Kraft | LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/haugaland-kraft_i-forbindelse-med-haugaland-krafts-25-%C3%A5rs-activity-7141397105922813952-iRF_?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/company/haugaland-kraft/
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Battery and power electronics at Fagnes substation Nordevågen

• Reuse of technology from Wärtsila previously used 

for charging the electric ferry between Jektevik and 

Hodnanes.

• The battery pack consists of two containers – one 

with control centre and one with batteries on tot. 1.5 

MW

• With the help of power electronics and smart control 

of production from the wind turbines, the 

transmission capacity of the subsea cable has more 

than doubled (from 1 to 2.5 MW).

• In the event of a power outage, the batteries will 

automatically take over the power supply so quickly 

that no one will notice that the power to Utsira is 

gone for half an hour.

• Then the batteries will run out of power, unless it is 

so windy that the electricity from the wind turbines 

continues to supply the island.

The new, interconnected system means that the power grid at Utsira 

today is more robust and stable than before.





Example of «spin off» R&D projects/pilots, batteries in low-voltage network

Battery in low-voltage distribution network

Common to all the locations where we have tested battery and power electronics is 

that there were long low-voltage radials that supplied the areas.

This results in weak networks with associated low voltage quality and short-circuit performance.

Estimated cost > 2.5 mil. by conventional amplification

Farming with local production

- Before the deployment of the battery, the customer struggled with switching off the 

solar system, and low voltage in winter.

- Cabins at Yrkje - Cabins from the early 2000s, supply was satisfactory at the start. 

- Changed consumption patterns and the connection of new installations in later years resulted in deviations in delivery quality.

What the two locations have in common over the years is that we now experience no deviations in delivery quality, satisfied customers.

Temp. plant in Vikebygd.
-In Vikebygd, we have a larger transformer circuit with large deviations in delivery quality. 

- Reason for deviation is long low-voltage radial, changed consumption pattern and new connection/upgrade of existing installations.

Project management did not have the capacity to take on the case in 2022, 

so the battery system was deployed before the summer. 

Result: No customer complaints, minimal deviations, peace of mind to project a final solution.

Summary
• Quickly

• Effectively

• Safe

• Economic



Test center focusing on micro grids and smart control



Harsh climate at Utsira



Private installations on Utsira
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Awareness and equipment Energy management towards electricity bills and the flexibility market

• 9 private installations, of which 3 with almost "full package" flexibility

• 2 out of 3 with solar panels

• 3 of 3 with hot water

• 3 of 3 with heating solutions

• 1 of 3 with a home battery

• 1 in 3 with electric car charger

+ DNT Nordvikgården with solar PV and battery

+ Fagnes substation with two easee electric car chargers

Flextools (formerly Enfo): technological solution for electricity customers who 
want to make money by freeing up capacity in the grid by making their 
flexible loads available to grid companies

NODES: an independent market operator that offers local trading venues for flexibility between DSOs and 
aggregators.



Energy concept Municipal House Siratun
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Solceller

Stasjonært batteri

Seriemåler
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Modbus TCP/IP
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AMS-måler

Pnett

Solprognose

Spotpris 
elektriskenergi

SD-anlegg
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Schneider 
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Elkjel
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Kontaktor

Seriemåler

Svømmebasseng

Delivery Provider

Managing the heating system incl. thermal storage in 
the swimming pool
• 200 kW electric boiler
• 50 kW heat pump
• 150 m3 pool (capacity: 170 kWh/∆Hr)
• About 10 kW water heater

Haugesund Automasjon, w/ 
subcontractor Schneider Electric

Solar PV
• 48 kWp

Solcellespesialisten and local builder 
Arne Klovning

Battery with integrated automation
81 kWh / 36 kW

Solcellespesialisten

Overall Energy Mangement System (EMS) Haugesund Automasjon, w/ 
subcontractor Schneider Electric

Overall visualization solution Haugesund Automasjon, w/ 
subcontractor Schneider Electric

Flexibiliy market integration Balcoo mot Nodes via Enfo

Awareness and equipment Energy management towards electricity bills and the flexibility market



Setpoint of 60 

kW Min_Guard 

sent 1:30 PM:

«Set minimum 

consumption to 

60 kW between 

4 and 5 PM»

The battery starts 

discharging two hours 

before Min_Guard of 60 

kW is activated to empty 

the battery. Grid import 

is reduced, instead 

exporting electricity to 

grid.

The consumption 

increases to 60 kW 

as requested at 4 

PM. The battery is 

being charged with 

36 kW and heat 

pumps of 20 kW 

are activated.

The system goes 

back to normal 

operation at 5 PM 

as requested.

Utsira project – Siratun

Test of information flow between the 

systems from Schneider – Baseline – 

Flextools, and delivery of flexibility to 

Fagne (DSO)

Date/ 

time:
2023-09-21 / 4 PM



Test locations flexibility
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1. Facilities on Utsira
• Siratun

• 9 private house installations

2. Facilities near Haugesund
• HK's head office at Rossabø

3. Facilities on Husøy
• Seam

1

2

3



Media coverage

Utsira, Solceller | – Naturlig at vi lever opp til visjonen (h-avis.no)

https://www.h-avis.no/utsira-et-levende-laboratorium/s/5-62-1450449
https://www.h-avis.no/naturlig-at-vi-lever-opp-til-visjonen/s/5-62-1511444


Utsira Micro Grid (finish)

Offshore fish farm

Onshore fish farm

Ferry electrification

Utsira Living Lab Phase 3

• Technological innovation: A platform that 
supports the creation of local microgrids and 
the delivery of flexibility.

• The solutions are being developed to be 
scalable, and will eventually be usable by an 
unlimited number of energy customers, 
buildings and micro grids. 



Utsira Living Lab as an umbrella for other R&D projects in the HK-group

• Business plan Utsira Living Lab Test Center   Ongoing  Haugaland Kraft, Sustainable Energy

• Battery/power electronics as voltage and frequency support Ongoing  Fagne, Pixie

• Image recognition using AI    Ongoing  Fagne, Smart Systems

• Sensor monitoring of high voltage lines   Ongoing  Fagne, Heimdall Power

• Line inspection using X-ray    Ongoing  Fagne, Techair

• Inspection of poles     Ongoing  Fagne, Birdsview, Elvia ++

• Next Grid      Ongoing  Fagne, Heimdall, SINTEF, 
         Kongsberg Digital 

• Euroflex 2      Ongoing  Å Energy, Fagne, HKE ++

• ProgLast      Ongoing  Fagne, Sintef Energi

• ElBits       Ongoing  Statnett, Fagne, BKK, Elvia ++

• Pilot-e, FFR marked (Statnett)    Ongoing  Eviny, Fagne, Wartsila 
      



Possibilities

Future collabortive projects

• Electrificatin of the ferry   Fagne, Havnekraft ++

• Fishfarmin on land and sea   Fagne ++

• Testpilot drone base for inspection, Utsira Nord  HK-Fiber/DWO, TAC (Tau autonome Center)

• Charging stations service vessels/coastal traffic Fagne, HKE, Havnekraft, ++

• Pilot for monitoring cables   Fagne++

• Realization of hydrogen production on Utsira HYDS, DWO, Fagne ++

• Wave power    Fagne, HK-energi, SKL ++

• Solarpanels on water   Endra, HKE, Fagne
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